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The availability of large labeled image datasets [1, 2] has been one of the

key factors for advances in recognition. These datasets have not only helped

boost performance, but have also fostered the development of new tech-

niques. However, compared to images, videos seem like a more natural

source of training data because of the additional temporal continuity they

offer for both learning and labeling. The available video datasets lack the

richness and variety of annotations offered by benchmark image datasets.

It also seems unlikely that human per-image labeling will scale to the web-

scale video data without using temporal constraints. In this paper, we show

how to exploit the temporal information provided by videos to enable semi-

supervised learning.

We present a scalable framework that discovers and localizes multiple ob-

jects in video using semi-supervised learning (see Figure 1). It tackles this

challenging problem in long video (a million frames in our experiments)

starting from only a few labeled examples. In addition, we present our

algorithm in a realistic setting of sparse labels [3], i.e., in the few initial

“labeled” frames, not all objects are annotated. This setting relaxes the as-

sumption that in a given frame all object instances have been exhaustively

annotated. It also implies that we do not know if any unannotated region

in the frame is an instance of the object category or the background, and

thus cannot use any region from our input as negative data. While much of

the past work has ignored this type of sparse labeling and lack of explicit

negatives, we show ways to overcome this handicap.

Contributions: Our semi-supervised learning (SSL) framework localizes

multiple unknown objects in videos. Starting from sparsely labeled objects,

it iteratively labels new training examples in the videos. Our key contribu-

tions are: 1) We tackle the SSL problem for discovering multiple objects in

sparsely labeled videos; 2) We present an approach to constrain SSL [6] by

combining multiple weak cues in videos and exploiting decorrelated errors

by modeling data in multiple feature spaces. We demonstrate its effective-

ness as compared to traditional tracking-by-detection approaches. 3) Given

the redundancy in video data, we need a method that can automatically de-

termine the relevance of training examples to the target detection task. We

present a way to include relevance and diversity of the training examples in

each iteration of the SSL, leading to scalable incremental learning.

Our algorithm starts with a few sparsely annotated video frames (L) and

iteratively discovers new instances in the large unlabeled set of videos (U ).

Simply put, we first train detectors on annotated objects, followed by de-

tection on input videos. We determine good detections (removing confident

false positives) which serve as starting points for short-term tracking. The

short-term tracking aims to label unseen examples reliably. Amongst these

newly labeled examples, we identify diverse examples which are used to

update the detector without re-training from scratch. We iteratively repeat

this process to label new examples. We now describe our algorithm.

Sparse Annotations (lack of explicit negatives): We start with a few sparsely

annotated frames in a random subset of U . Sparse labeling implies that un-

like standard tracking-by-detection approaches, we cannot sample negatives

from the vicinity of labeled positives. We use random images from the in-

ternet as negative data for training object detectors on these sparse labels.

We use these detectors to detect objects on a subset of the video, e.g., every

30 frames. Training on a few positives without domain negatives results in

high confidence false positives. Removing such false positives is important

because if we track them, we will add many more bad training examples,

thus degrading the detector’s performance over iterations.

Temporally consistent detections: We first remove detections that are tem-

porally inconsistent using a smoothness prior on the motion of detections.

Decorrelated errors: To remove high confidence false positives, we rely

on the principle of decorrelated errors (similar to multi-view SSL [5]). The

intuition is that the detector makes mistakes that are related to its feature
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Figure 1: We present a novel formulation of semi-supervised learning for au-

tomatically learning object detectors from videos. Our method works with

long video to automatically learn bounding box level annotations for multi-

ple object instances. It does not assume exhaustive labeling of every object

instance in the input videos, and from a handful of labeled instances can

automatically label hundreds of thousands of instances.

representation, and a different feature representation would lead to different

errors. Thus, if the errors in different feature spaces are decorrelated, one

can correct the errors and remove false positives. This gives us a filtered set

of detections.

Reliable tracking: We track these filtered detections to label new examples.

Our final goal is not to track the object over a long period. Instead, our goal

is to track reliably and label new examples for the object detector. To get

such reliable tracks we design a conservative short-term tracking algorithm

that identifies tracking failures.

Selection of diverse positives for updating the detector: The reliable

tracklets give us a large set of automatically labeled boxes which we use

to update our detector. Previous work [4] temporally subsamples boxes

from videos, treating each box with equal importance. However, since these

boxes come from videos, a large number of them are redundant and do not

have equal importance for training our detector. Additionally, the relevance

of an example added at iteration i depends on whether similar examples

were added in the earlier iterations. One would ideally want to train (make

an incremental update) only on new and diverse examples, rather than re-

train from scratch on thousands of largely redundant boxes. We address this

issue by selection and show one way of training only on diverse new boxes.

After training detectors on diverse examples, we repeat the SSL process to

iteratively label more examples.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of all our constraints in preventing seman-

tic drift for SSL in videos. Our experiments also show that such an SSL

approach can start with a handful of labeled examples and iteratively label

hundreds of thousands of new examples which also improve object detec-

tors.
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